CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Product Reviews
2717
Radiant Round Semi-Aboveground Swimming Pools

Average Customer Rating:
5
out of
5
5 of 5(100%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
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5 out of 5
Very happy with Radiant Pool,
Date:August 17, 2013
By Eric S
from Mendon, MA
" We purchased a 24' round radiant metric pool on line. It was delivered promptly via tractor trailer with lift gate. The Radiant Pool is amazing. I self
installed semi-in ground. The excavation, surveying and leveling/stepping of the ground took a 4 weekends time. But the assembly of the pool was as
advertised. Less than 1 full day, no trouble at all. We installed a salt system, solar cover, and finished with a flush limestone block patio. The patio was
the most work of the entire project. It looks professional. Most importantly, the insulated walls DO work. The water is WAY warmer than my previous pool
ever was, temps in the 80s-90s all summer, even with the nights in August in Mass being in the upper 50s/lower 60s. We cover it nightly. Friends are
amazed at the water temp. The insulated walls alone make this pool great. The ability to partially bury on a slope is the icing. As a straight above ground,
installation would be a cinch. Very very happy. Solid product. They need to advertise this pool more. "
Purchased from:Other Website/Phone
5 of 5 people found this review helpful.
Review 2 for 2717
Overall Rating:
5 out of 5
well worth the money,
Date:June 1, 2012
By the pool guy
from Duryea,Pa
" My wife and I considered several options before buying a pool this year. After weighing all the options, this was the best choice we think we could have
made. Set up is just as easy as they claim. We had it up in about an hour, just the two of us. The quality is outstanding. My neighbors and freinds and
family are amazed at the construction materials used to make this pool. I get more questions everytime someone sees it. I have recommended this pool
to everyone I know who is replacing or thinking of buying a pool. "
8 of 8 people found this review helpful.
Review 3 for 2717
Overall Rating:
5 out of 5
Best product I ever purchased,
Date:March 14, 2011
By Extremely Happy

from Bangor, Maine
" The strongest and easiest pool to install I ever saw!! "
12 of 12 people found this review helpful.
Review 4 for 2717
Overall Rating:
5 out of 5
Radiant Pool,
Date:March 12, 2011
By skibum
from Rochester MN
" I wanted a quality pool that would not fall down from winter damage. It was the second pool I built and it is a perfect Do It Yourself. Well worth the
additional money. "
5 of 6 people found this review helpful.
Review 5 for 2717
Overall Rating:
5 out of 5
Radiant pool,
Date:July 26, 2010
By sornegl
from Stuarts Draft, Virginia
" I have had several above ground pools over the years. In preparation for retirement, we researched the web for pools and decided the 21' Above
Ground Radiant Pool would be the best choice for our needs and area. Ordering was easy and delivery made in 10 business days. I obtained the
services of a private pool installer with 30 plus years experience for installation. He and his two assitants had never heard of a Radiant pool and
obtained helpful installation tips from the company on the day of installation. This included an OK for my request of a deeper center section of 5 feet to
allow water circulation send debris to the center for quick collection.
After site preparation and sand delivery, the pool walls went up in less than 30 minutes. The following day I assisted installing the liner which took less
than 5 minutes. The liner adjusted to the depth changes as stated by the manufacturer. Our installer added additional aluminum screws to the top lip of
the pool as he felt the amount supplied was not nearly enough to prevent slippage.
On completion, the contractor stated "...This is the easiest above ground pool I've ever installed. The only thing I would change would be more screws
than supplied for the top lip. If I was going to sell pools, this would be the one I would sell...". He also made contacts with local pool businesses to come
out an take a look. We've had two businesses to contact and stop by. Also, there have been three acquaintances to look at the pool. One is installing
hers this week.
The pool walls assist in heating the water as advertised with water temperature averaging 85 degrees. When first added, the water was 64 degrees
when full. The next day it was 78 degrees. Last week, we were on vacation and I left the solar cover on for week. The temperature was 102 degrees!
Although the ad indicates 2 can install in less than a day, I would recommend having more assist. If you plan to have a sand bottom under the liner, plan
on one and a half days for completion. Also, a couple of extra boxes of aluminum screws for the top rail is suggested. Lastly, unless you want water
temperatures in the 90's, avoid leaving a solar cover on for a extened period of time. "
91 of 95 people found this review helpful.

